
BCAA Field Championships 

(Archery GB members only) 

 

Sunday 12th November 2016 

West Wood, near Souldrop along the A6 

The course will be 28 Big Game animal 

faces (2D), with marked distances (see 

reverse for explanation) 

Assembly 10:15am, start 10:30am 

sharp. 

 

 

Reghstrathon and payments: 

Send your registration forms and payment to: 

Nel Bax, 10 Silverweed, St. Neots, Cambs PE19 7GZ 

Email: fixtures@stneotsbowmen.club 

Please make your cheques payable to BCAA, and date them 12/11/2017 

Fees £8.00 for all 

Name GNAS no M/F Snr/ 

Jnr 

Bow 

style 

Club Fee 

       

       

       

       

       

Bowstyle: (LB) Longbow, (RC) Recurve Freestyle, (BB) Recurve Barebow, (CU) Compound 

Emahl address and contact phone: 

 



So how does the fheld shoot work? 

Archers are formed into small groups who follow a course around the woods and shoot at posters of 

game animals. At each target there are three pegs in the ground at three marked distances. The 

distances are typically random, they could be e.g. 47yds, 36yds and 28yds. Or feet. The furthest 

distance is 60yds and the closest less than 10yds, so you'll need sight marks for all distances up to 

60yds. The shoot is over 28 targets (actually you shoot 14 targets twice) ranging from grouse to 

stags. The larger the animal, the further the distances—that’s why you might find a peg at 18ft if the 

target is a squirrel. 

You shoot your first arrow with your front foot touching the furthest peg and if you score a hit that's 

you done for that target. If you miss, you get another chance from the middle peg. And from the 

closest if you miss again. The number of points you score depend on how many arrows you needed 

to hit the target and where you hit. Each poster will have two hit zones: An inner "kill" zone and a 

larger "wound" zone. You only score a hit when your arrow lands in these zones (normal line-cutter 

rules apply). 

 

When everyone in your group has either scored a kill/wound hit or has missed with their 3rd arrow 

you walk up to the target to score. Normally you take your bows with you as the route tends to be 

laid out that way. If you have to find arrows that missed the boss, make sure to put your bows in 

front of the target. Or even better have one of your party stand in front of the target. The group 

that's coming behind you then knows there are still people behind the target. So bright colours are 

good, camouflage is bad (actually not allowed). 

The ground can be muddy and uneven, so it's best to wear outdoor hiking gear. I would also suggest 

you don't use your expensive outdoor arrows if you're not completely confident of hitting the boss 

every time - I use my indoor arrows so it won't matter too much if I lose one (and usually Black Eagle 

will find it during the year and you'll find it back in the arrow bin the year after). Your arrows should 

be numbered anyway, which comes in handy if you're not sure if your first arrow scores or not. 

Binoculars are also a good idea as it's not always easy to see from the far peg where the scoring zone 

is, and you don't want to be walking back and forth to the target every time.


